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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests
Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business
partners abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the
following business cooperation offers.

Manufacturing of food products

Business cooperation offers
A Bulgarian producer of fruits is looking for distributors
A Bulgarian producer grows strawberries – greenhouse
production, American blueberries and organic plums. The
fruits are grown in an ecologically clean mountain area. This
SME is looking for international partners in order to present
and sell the products. A commercial agency agreement or a
distribution services agreement is sought.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5fc5
8e14-6fde-4c27-b5cd-93278a7ac09b
Code: BORO20210827002
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Polish manufacturer of sweets is looking for distributors.
Polish company produces sweets and specializes in lollipops
with different flavors and shapes as well as hard candy,
caramels and Christmas tree icicles is looking for distributors.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8ab0
9deb-545b-4412-80f8-ae89c977a0ca
Code: BODE20211029002
Ukrainian producer of cereals and agri food products is looking
for a partner to conclude distribution services agreement
Ukrainian company with more than 20 years experience as a
producer and exporter of grain products, such as organic
cereals, instant oatmeal and instant buckwheat, seeks partners
under the distribution agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/517e
c828-fc0b-4e16-a4c5-c2b28255ffd0
Code: BOUA20210819003
Family-owned German confectionery company seeks
distributors and offers subcontracting agreements
A German confectionery company, offering products which
are certified organic and vegan, is looking for distributors of
fine quality confectionery products and is also interested in
providing subcontracting agreements to companies looking for
a reliable and high-quality manufacturer.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/46c4
4da1-12bd-40a8-9307-cc8bd7cacf64
Code: BOUA20210819003
Albanian producer of dairy products seeks distributors
This company located in Gjirokasta, Albania is a known producer of dairy products. They offer
different dairy food and their main advantage is the quality of the products and the reasonable price.
They are looking to get engaged in a distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/eae3b563-5dd8-4bdd-9048-9d20e043d089
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Code: BOAL20210507001
German sustainable producer of exclusive non-alcoholic
beverages is looking for distributors
German producer of non-alcoholic beverages, mainly fresh
lemonades and tea with 100% natural ingredients, aims to
provide a new lifestyle rather than a product. For the company,
sustainability is a key value in its business. In this regard they
have bottled their product in a reusable glass bottle using no
plastic, with a ceramic screen printing and a sustainable
production instead. They are looking for partners under a
commercial agency agreement, distribution services and
licence agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3c5d
29d3-5c81-4f5c-9e3f-793158cd0f4d
Code: BODE20210915001

Business cooperation requests
Bulgarian company, specialized in import and distribution of fast-moving consumer goods is
interested in entering a distribution services agreement
The Bulgarian SME imports and distributes fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG)) such as
confectionery, chocolates and snacks. This entity is now looking for producers of confectionery
products for a long-term cooperation. The Bulgarian company is willing to enter a distribution and/or
commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0cba5344-1072-439e-9668-9f86426c5eee
Code: BRBG20211115001
Romanian importer and distributor of fresh fruits seeks to be distributor
A Romanian company specialized in bulk sale and distribution of fresh and processed fruits such as
juices and purees on the Romanian market wishes to explore new opportunities to import from
quality fruit producers in Europe, in order to enlarge its product portfolio under a distribution
services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/66de59ff-5ec9-4e02-a9e4-bfbfddbd3ab6
Code: BRRO20210922001
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Manufacturing of textile products

Business cooperation offers
A Polish manufacturer of ladies garment is looking for trade partners
to cooperate under commercial agency or distribution services
agreements
A Polish SME specializing in manufacture of women fashion is
looking for trade intermediary services. This private partnership was
founded in 1991 by two sisters, a textile designer with art academy
background and a textile engineer. The collection consists of casual
and office garment made of high quality fabrics. The commercial
agency and distribution services agreements are considered as
cooperation types.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/85aae1ac3d0c-43e7-8cca-80b69e9340d4
Code: BOPL20211105001
A Macedonian textile company is looking for partners through subcontracting and outsourcing
agreements
A Macedonian textile company, specialized in production of women clothes, is looking for partners for
establishing subcontracting and outsourcing cooperation.The company is offering high quality loan
production and minimum order per style 500 pieces.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3911bb58-b969-4b9e-968e-97feea929a20
Code: BOMK20211124001
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Bulgarian SME, а high-end clothing manufacturer of women's
apparel, is interested in establishing a manufacturing agreement
Bulgarian company, a producer of high-quality textile products for
women mainly, following the best practices and the latest
requirements of the fashion industry, is offering to new partners a
manufacturing agreement, which may include: preparation of
design, construction, grading, supply of raw materials and
consumables, organization of production, cutting, fusing, sewing,
ironing, packing, and shipping. The SME has significant
international experience and the capacity to grow and innovate.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0b3bfba37c23-4824-9103-b4d38fe35094
Code։ BOBG20210527001
Portuguese manufacturer of smart, custom designed fashion fabrics is
seeking partners to enter into manufacturing agreements
A Portuguese-based leading jersey manufacturer of innovative,
sustainable, smart fabrics for fashion, athleisure and lingerie brands
is interested in widening its market by forming long-term
manufacturing agreements with companies requiring a bespoke
service.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5b6024871164-46d2-8309-45eff02b1eb7
Code։ BOPT20211117003
Spanish manufacturer of personal protective equipment is looking for distributors and commercial
agents.
A Spanish company is looking for distribution and commercial agency services to promote and sell its
personal protective equipments in order to expand its presence abroad.
The company provides a wide range of PPEs, 100% made in Spain with high quality materials.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2d77cd85-1c94-4c85-8f36-68e23affd23b

Code։ BOES20210924001

Business cooperation requests
Italian company involved in upcycling and circular economy is looking for fabrics, materials and
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accessories suppliers under supplier agreements
An Italian artisan company that produces accessories, objects and furnishing elements by recovering
technical materials, offcuts and production waste is looking for two types of suppliers:
- a first type suppliers for raw materials required in the manufacturing process (zips, belt, etc);
- a second type for outdoor fabrics, pvc, used sails or sailmaker's offcuts.
Cooperation with the partners identified will be based on supplier agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f275dd5f-6b2f-40ba-a4a5-c12d0499ed13
Code: BRIT20211203001
Romanian manufacturer of women clothing seeks international textiles suppliers under manufacturing
agreements
A Romanian company specialises in manufacturing women clothing including dresses, blouses, skirts,
trousers, and T-shirts. Products are manufactured using cotton, corduroy, viscose, and flax. The
company is interested in expanding its current network of collaborators by identifying international
business partners able to supply textiles under manufacturing agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/df8a2166-8a53-44a9-8b76-264cf15f7438
Code: BRRO20201028001

Construction

Business cooperation offers
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Liquid waterproofing systems for the construction sector - looking
for distribution partners
A German SME active in the development, production and sales of
liquid waterproofing systems for the construction sector is looking
for distribution partners and manufacturing agreements. The
German company offers a broad product range of waterproofing
systems for the waterproofing of flat roofs, balconies and parking
decks, as well as all connection details and special solutions.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ee34b6b0224b-46b2-87fa-a7d60fc90825
Code: BODE20211203001
Russian research and production company is developing high-voltage testing equipment and is looking
for distributors
A Russian company from the Republic of Dagestan is engaged in the production of serial measuring and
testing equipment. The company offers high-voltage automated test stations, measuring equipment,
high-voltage stands and test facilities. The company is interested in finding foreign partners in order to
conclude a distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/644cf25a-6be7-45e6-ac72-cde729d5943c
Code: BORU20211129003
German specialist in dry-running centrifugal pumps seeks commercial agency agreement
The family-owned company based in Dusseldorf, Germany is a specialist supplier of dry-running
centrifugal pumps. It has decades of experience and is continuously developing its demand-specific
pump and shaft seal designs. Tailored to the respective application, the company advises, develops and
manufactures its special pumps for worldwide use. The company is looking for long-term partners for a
commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d740a373-3f52-4441-97f2-4dec1c6f67aa
Code: BODE20211027002
Romanian producer of dry underfloor heating is looking for distributors
Romanian company specializing in the production of lightweight adaptable heating systems is looking
for international partners interested in a long-term collaboration as distributors for an already on the
market product under a distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/726b774d-1b43-4bef-b3a8-cafe4f957a4f
Code: BORO20211104001
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Slovak company offering photovoltaic installation services is looking
for subcontracting
The Slovak company, as a subcontractor, is dealing with the
implementation of commercial, residential and industrial renewable
energy projects in the field of photovoltaic installations, with a
specific vision for the future. Its main activity is targeted at
photovoltaic roof installations. However, in the future it wants to be
involved in innovations in renewable energy sources. The company
is open to cooperation with entrepreneurs, investors and contractors
under subcontracting agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2baab5013abd-4396-9692-a438d4fb4098
Code: BOSK20210914001
A Bulgarian company is looking for partners for the construction of solar parks in Europe to sign a joint
venture agreement
With a long experience in building and launching photo-voltaic solar parks in Europe, a Bulgarian
company is looking for new partners to expand its reach and is offering a joint venture agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0c7743f0-ee38-421f-8ea4-d72d6de5aac6
Code: BOBG20211104001

Business cooperation requests
Non-high-pressure hydrogen storage and transportation system sought by a Chinese company through
signing of a supplier agreement with technical assistance
The Chinese company, founded in the 1960s, is a branch company of a large-scale state-owned power
equipment manufacturer. The company is now seeking from overseas suppliers a non-high-pressure
hydrogen storage and transportation system. It is hoping to sign, with the system's confirmed foreign
supplier, a supplier agreement with technical assistance.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/cd7cc0fb-6c59-4f06-b7a6-04d21330e35b

Code: BRCN20211126001
UK SME supplying construction and temporary works equipment seeks a service or supplier agreement
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with partners who have small batch injection moulding capabilities and can offer basic assembly
services.
This UK SME supplies end-to-end solutions to the construction and temporary works sectors through a
cloud-based service that enables users to have full control over the management of temporary works.
They seek a service or supplier agreement with partners who have injection moulding capabilities and
can offer basic assembly services. The client is scaling production of one product line and launching a
second and is looking for a cost competitive supplier for their tag system.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/71178b7e-cf7c-4768-9dfe-f240ab0b20f1
Code: BRUK20211117001

R&D

R&D requests
EU HORIZON: Spanish medical research institute is looking for
partners to develop paper-based healthcare products.
A Spanish medical research institute is preparing a project proposal
as coordinator with the aim of developing diagnostic tests and
therapeutic patches using paper-based materials. The institution is
looking for an industrial partner with expertise in cutting/carving
paper into different shapes, for example, using a laser cutter, in order
to study the industrial scale-up of the prototypes developed within
the project. The project will be submitted to HORIZON-CL4-2022RESILIENCE-01-13.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ff8be57b884f-4e12-bbb6-220aa087c855
Code: RDES20211213001
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Information Technologies

Business cooperation offers
Hungarian company with vehicle management software for companies seeks commercial agents
A Hungarian company carries out software development and consulting work and offers two
software products. One is for recording company fleet acquisition data and administration of
motor-vehicles, vans, agricultural vehicles and motorcycles while the other monitors the access
right system within an organizational structure.They would like to find commercial agents to
market their products in European countries.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/88caecc4-dc53-45dd-a113-c5d43da47fca
Code: BOHU20200930007
Israeli cyber intelligence company, with innovative tech solutions for Dark Web threat, seeks
resellers for licence or commercial agency agreement
An Israeli cyber intelligence company, founded in 2014, has developed a unique technology that
monitors and neutralizes cyber threats and leaks of sensitive information from the Dark Web. This
technology monitors threats and predicts the risks based on the intentions of the threat factor. The
company would like to expand its international activity by locating new partners as resellers for
license or commercial agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3e7ab4fe-8eb1-4ed0-bddd436714b39c79
Code: BOIL20211125001
A Korea-based Vision AI company offering AR (Augmented Reality) software and contents is
looking for global partners who can create greater value with its AR features in their services under
license and/or outsourcing agreements.
A Korean company provides Augmented Reality (AR) software/contents that allow its clients to
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develop a new service or integrate with an existing service system. It’s seeking global partners who
can create greater value with its AR features in their services under license and/or outsourcing
agreement. The company's AR software development kit* has the following main features: Face
detection/tracking, real-time beautification, virtual makeup, 2D/3D AR content/sticker, real-time
segmentation etc.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/2cf34874-f8d0-427a-ad06-9af11ead663e
Code: BOKR20210107001

Business cooperation requests

Romanian IT company seeks European and non-European partners under outsourcing agreements
A Romanian company from Transylvania is specialized in customized software as mobile and web
apps, complete services for developing user interface (UI) & user experience (UX) design apps, IT
services and outsourcing. The company is looking for European and non-European partners in order
to conclude outsourcing agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7bc0478e-548f-46ff-885a-9abe7e31214a
Code: BRRO20211022001

Cosmetics

Business cooperation offers
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Polish manufacturer of natural cosmetics and candles is looking for
distributors.
New Polish brand from the north-eastern Poland, manufacturer of
natural high-quality cosmetics and candles, is looking for long-term
cooperation in the field of distribution service agreement and
commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/034bfba46f9e-4765-a90c-1a0784ef2c28
Code: BOPL20210312001
A Lithuanian company manufacturing natural and organic cosmetics
is looking for distributors
The Lithuanian company which manufactures natural and organic
cosmetics is looking for distributors. The company produces a wide
range of haircare, skincare, and oral care products for women, men,
and kids. Its production is vegan friendly, allergy certified and a part
of products have COSMOS (COSMetic Organic and Natural
Standard) certification. The company also offers manufacturing
under private labels.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7442153ada0c-40e8-8f32-8fe45a84d9de
Code: BOLT20210602001

A Ukrainian producer of organic cosmetics is looking for distributors and agents
A Ukrainian company from Poltava with experience in the production of natural cosmetics, such as
magnesium oils and gels, is looking for partners in Europe under distribution services and commercial
agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/87c23b33-77eb-4d6e-9331-8c7362345d54
Code BOUA20210331009

Healthcare
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Business cooperation offers
Online case-based learning resource for world-wide medical
students
A UK ICT company has developed a quiz case-based learning
resource and online platform for worldwide medical students which
works on mobile, tablet and desktop. The platform supports
undergraduate medical students in the application of medical
knowledge in a clinical setting and is already in use across the UK.
The system is available via licensing agreement to universities or
research institutes training medical students.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7128a757fa99-4ecb-b2bc-94888399c4cf
Code: BOUK20210112004
Russian developer and manufacturer of medical laser systems seeks distributors
A Russian company specialising in the production of surgical instruments and equipment has developed
laser medical systems. The company's products are successfully delivered and used in almost all regions of
the world. The company is looking for partners to sign a distribution agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/34119520-3ba1-45bf-a0ef-f6226b203601
Code: BORU20210205013
Russian producer of UV blood purification device is looking for foreign distributors
A Russian company from Yoshkar-Ola produces a device for ultraviolet irradiation of blood for
therapeutic and preventive purposes. These devices are actively used for the treatment of patients in
medical institutions. The company is interested in finding reliable partners to conclude a distribution
services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/90eb7e56-9c2e-4c82-aa18-583112427318
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Code: BORU20211104002

Business cooperation requests
Russian manufacturer of medical equipment is looking for manufacturers of raw materials for a backup
breathing bag for artificial lung ventilation or anaesthesiology as part of the respiratory circuit
A Russian manufacturer of medical equipment is looking for foreign partners who will supply medical
bags with respiratory reserve. These breathing bags are used in used for artificial lung ventilation or
anesthesiology as part of the respiratory circuit. The company is ready to cooperate with manufacturers
of medical raw materials on the basis of a supplier agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/5b551395-33b8-4c50-9b6c-626b9d0026f8
Code: BRRU20211111002

Other sectors

Business cooperation offers
A Ukrainian manufacturer of charcoal is looking for distributors
A company from Ukraine engaged in the production of charcoal, is looking for foreign partners to
distribute its products in other European markets. The company seeks to establish long-term and reliable
contacts with distributors to distribute their products abroad under distribution services agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/73b47c12-14d4-4c2b-973c-2301e9c66aee

Code: BOUA20211202007
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Company from Bosnia offers innovative ecology smart benches
under distribution agreement
A company from the Republic of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina is
producing innovative and smart solar products. The company offers
two products - smart benches and solar bus stations. The company is
interested in identifying international business partners to conclude
partnership agreements for the distribution of their products.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8efe44c1aa03-4ffd-b0fb-345e68532c3f
Code: BOBA20200429002
A Ukrainian high quality food industry packaging company is
looking for distributors
A Ukrainian company, specialized in the production of
polypropylene bags, paper boxes and food stretch film, is looking for
distributors to expand their sales in other countries under a
distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4a055194dcec-414e-83be-373cc8552b1d
Code: BOLT20200512001
A Ukrainian producer of special adhesive tapes seeks distributors
A Ukrainian company that specialized in the production of various
types of adhesive tapes such as heat-resistant masking tape, foam
acrylic tape, cloth polyethylene tape, double-sided tape, reinforced
tape and others is looking for European partners to be distributors of
such kind of assortment.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1dd5765f306c-4718-b547-932ee0d0f102
Code: BOUA20211104002
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A Latvian company specializing in design development, 3D modeling
and manufacturing, is interested in cooperation for innovative
projects, manufacturing agreements and distribution services
agreements
The Latvian company specializes in design and technical object
development, 3D modeling,

and manufacturing services. It has

experience in creating complex shapes and custom - designed objects
for clients in art, design, architecture, aviation and mechanical
engineering, sports equipment, etc.
The company offers to cooperate via:
- Individual short term projects;
- long term manufacturing agreements;
- distribution services agreements with retailers and showrooms
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/abc7d54af1f4-4add-9cb3-c10dfcb3d5b3
Code: BOLV20201005001
Bulgarian producer of high quality furnishing is looking for
subcontractors
A company from the North-west region of Bulgaria manufactures
high quality, non-standard furnishing for domestic and commercial
use. Among their clients there are hotels, restaurants, courts and
pharmacies, etc. as well as individual clients.The company is looking
for subcontractors.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/fcca3eff9ae1-40ae-923a-c0ef191643fd
Code: BOBG20211215001

Business cooperation requests
Polish SME operating in the electrotechnical industry is looking for subcontractors for the galvanization
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of copper tapes
A Polish company that produces electrotechnical articles is looking for a company dealing in tinning of
copper tapes. Subcontracting is foreseen as a type of cooperation.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/df76224a-c150-4818-9364-42882b837ef5
Code: BRPL20211125001
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Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests

Technology cooperation offers

Thermal protection sandwich panel
An Italian public entity and a Research organisation, developed a thermal protection sandwich panel that
allows integrating the structural and thermal resistance in a single component up to high temperatures. It
has significant potential applications in the automotive, railway and naval transportation as well as in the
energy, metallurgic and nuclear sectors. The deal is for commercial agreement with technical assistance,
licence agreements and research cooperation.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/401ea595-e96f-4de0-9e8e-001f5998986d
Code: TOIT20211123001
Actionable insight into electric vehicle (EV) battery supply chain
A UK startup has built blockchain software platform to trace supply chains of EV batteries and also built
in data from various sustainability organisations so that any irregularities can quickly be actioned on.
Products on the market only do one or the other. The UK company is looking for EV and battery makers
to pilot their solution under technical cooperation agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b7d9cc0c-2634-4f0d-bd64-68e6f3a23945
Code: TOUK20211203001

Technology cooperation requests
A Dutch SME offers its extensive expertise in the field of radiation shielding and is specialized in casting
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and machining of precision components made of lead and lead alloys
A Dutch SME is specialized in lead casting and lead machining. Lead is frequently used as a material in
machines where X-rays, electron radiation and nuclear radiation must be shielded, such as medical
devices and analytical equipment. The combination of radiation expertise, casting and precision
machining of lead makes the SME special. The SME is interested in a manufacturing agreement to
manufacturers and system integrators that need precision parts of lead and related radiation expertise.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/dae3b376-34df-4986-afbe-03472e6d608f
Code: TRFR20210122001
Permanent anti-fog and anti-mist treatment sought for transparent facemasks
UK company manufacturing transparent face masks is looking for a permanent hydrophilic treatment for
thermoplastic elastomer transparent material. They require a function (ideally via additive,
functionalisation or coating) so the material remains anti fog after exhaling on it or during temperature
changes. Potential collaborations are sought under commercial agreement with technical assistance,
licencing or manufacturing agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/acdc4bf8-f444-4282-8bdb-15e9580803e1

Code: TRUK20210127001
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News and Events
Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise Europe Network,
which will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and
to learn all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.

Below are presented events that will be organized during January 2022.
January

23/01/2022

Brokerage Event at the World Expo Dubai 2020
Dubai (United Arab Emirates)

The envisaged event will emphasise sectors of priority for the European Economy,
namely sustainable development, circular economy, ICT, transport & logistics,
innovation and Industry 4.0 to stay in line with the Expo's theme: 'Connecting Minds,
Creating the Future".
24/11/2022

Health Tech Hub Styria Pitch & Partner 2022 (HTH 2022)
Graz (Austria)

The Health Tech Hub Styria Pitch & Partner 2022 (HTH 2022) is a hybrid event
focusing on health and bio technology. It offers you international keynotes, a
corporate call, an investor pitching, pre-arranged B2B meetings and more.
Register now: http://www.hth-styria.com

For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network
Armenia.
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Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and
wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting
cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information.

Dear entrepreneur,
Register at
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?sh
id=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799 and receive free email alerts
containing newly published profiles and events.

All provided services and information are free of charge.

The information and views set out in this Newsletter are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of
EISMEA,

the

European

Commission

or

other

European

Institutions. EISMEA does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included

in

this

Newsletter.

Neither

EISMEA,

nor

the

Commission or any person acting on their behalf may be held
responsible for the use which may be made of the information
contained therein.
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